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To the BioMed Central Editorial Production Team

We changed our abstract according to your formatting requirements:
- The abstract of the manuscript should not exceed 350 words and must be structured into separate sections: Background, the context and purpose of the study; Methods, how the study was performed and statistical tests used; Results, the main findings; Conclusions, brief summary and potential implications. Please minimize the use of abbreviations and do not cite references in the abstract.

We changed our manuscript according to your formatting requirements as in the following points:

Formatting changes requested:

Title- please remove the full stop from the end of the title.

Author list - The list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they are in the submission system. The authors (forename, initial (if any), surname) should be written identically and in the order in which they are listed in the submission system.

Abstract - Abstracts must be structured into Background, Methods, Results, Conclusions. Please remember to also update the Abstract details on the submission page.

Section numbers - The journal style is to not include numbered sections. Please remove these.

Please change 'Suggestions and conclusions' to Conclusions

If there are no competing interests to declare, please write: The authors declare that they have no competing interests.

Please delete the text 'key' from the figure and table legends.

Figure legends - please move these to below the references.

Tables and table legends- please move this section to follow the figure legends after the references. Please also move the table legend so that it is beneath the table, with the title above the table.

Best regards
Rita Tanas